EFFECTIVE
Reduce your labour costs by up to 90%!
The new generation of high-performance abrasives has arrived! With the useit®Superfinishing-Pads SG, SG2 and SG3, every material will have a perfect and
high-quality surface. Results that are convincing!
Even sensitive and challenging materials can be outstandingly processed and
finished to a high quality level. The Superfinishing-Pad gives you a much higher
performance for fine sanding and polishing. Its handling compared to
traditional abrasives and polishes will convince you.

READY FOR USE
One product – unlimited possibilities!
The special structure of the pad’s sandwich construction and the state-of-the-art production technology offers you globally unique processing of
a vast range of materials using the Superfinishing-Pads. Solid surface materials such as Corian®, Varicor®, Wilsonart®, or GRP, paints, varnishes,
acrylic glass and high-gloss lacquered surfaces can be specifically sanded in the shortest time possible and with a minimum of abrasive
material use.
Even without pastes, uniform, matt or high-gloss surfaces can be created on non-ferrous metals and stainless steel in just a few processing
stages. The Superfinishing-Pads also give you many options to individually process or finish materials such as varnished parquet,
laminate or synthetic floors. Another focus of this product is also the use in the automotive industry for removing paint runs,
dust inclusions, overspray effects or in Smart-Repair processes.
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COMPENSATED
Smooth as glass – without changing pressure!
The Superfinishing-Pad SG3 carries on where other abrasives reach their limit, giving you the desired effect every time.
Thanks to the unique multi-layered construction of the Superfinishing-Pad, variations in the pressure applied and
irregularities on the work surface or the backing plate are perfectly evened out. Polishing, matt-finishing and refining
almost any kind of surface is fast and simple and the process results in a surface quality which is second to none.
Dust inclusions and scratches can also be completely sanded or polished out by means of full surface or target spot
processing – without damaging the surface of the workpiece.
For wet sanding, the thicker foam provides a high water-storage space so that the water can be dispensed in
doses during processing. Sophisticated technology which makes lengthy sanding procedures a thing of the past!

NEW & NEWER
Recognise the difference!
The difference between the new SG3 and the well-known and reliable SuperfinishingPads SG and SG2 is shown in the significantly thicker (6.5 mm) foam material which
is particularly suitable for processing round and curved surfaces.
The adaptability is significantly higher and the danger of sanding through
corrugations and edges is considerably reduced. Especially when using the
SG3 in fine grit sizes, such as for removing overspray effects or polishing
high-gloss lacquered surfaces, it demonstrates its special features.

Technical data
Bond:
Abrasive grain:
Grain distribution:
Colour:
Velour colour:
Grit:

Resin bond
Silicon carbide
Special well-engineered coating
Anthracite
White
180, 360, 500, 600, 1000,
2000, 2500, 3000, 4000

Packaging units
Discs and hand pads, 20 pcs/PU
Dimensions
Pads:
Discs:

115x140 mm
Ø 77 mm
Ø 128 mm
Ø 150 mm
Other dimensions on request

Here, the abrasive grains used are adjusted to these particular
application areas and to the current standard.
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...FOR A
PERFECT FINISH!

MADE-TO-MEASURE
Reduce your warehousing costs!
Jöst abrasives® designed and constructed all Superfinishing-Pads to be used with all types of backing plates. A made-to-measure fit is
guaranteed irrespective of the hole pattern and number of holes in the backing plates.

FLEXIBLE & ADAPTABLE

Delivery just in time!
Whether you require discs, pads, drums, belts or brushes – the Superfinishing-Pad is available in
almost any shape and size and fits on all conventional sanders made by companies such as Bosch,
AEG, Kress, Festo, Fein, Flex and many more.

Jöst GmbH · Beerfeldener Straße 77

Just ask us. We have the right solution, even for your specialised requirements – and that‘s a promise.

69483 Wald-Michelbach / Affolterbach, Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 62 07 - 94 10-0 · Fax +49 (0) 62 07 - 24 63
info@joest-abrasives.de · www.joest-abrasives.de
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Unlimited Uses – Patented Technology – Flexible Handling

-Superfinishing-Pad SG3
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